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     CIVIL 
       ACT ONE. 

 

BLACKOUT. 
 
The SOUND OF A MACHINE POWERING UP. 
 
Silence. 
 
A SPOTLIGHT on a PERSON WEARING ALL BLACK 
(MOCK TURTLENECK).  
 
This is CURSOR. (Cursor can be either male or female, 
and is non-age specific) Cursor speaks immediately as 
the light comes on, as if we just switched channels to 
this: 
 
CURSOR. --judicial and correctional industries. We at 
National Justice appreciate the choice you have made in 
arbitration and-- (Suddenly, Cursor stops talking, and 
all facial expression washes away, as if Cursor's just 
been unplugged or something. BEEPING NOISES. 
Other ELECTRONIC SOUNDS. The color seems to go 
back into Cursor's cheeks. Overly cheery) Welcome to 
the National Justice Virtual Trial Service. If you are 
watching me now, you are either "logging on" from 
home or a Cordan Kreig hospital or medical care center. 
(change of tone) Cordan Kreig. A medical awareness. 
Of Your Self-Being. (back to original tone) Many of 
you who are either in comas or cryogenic stasis may 
need to be briefed on the current judicial process, and 
will receive tutorial guidance throughout the trial. We 



wish to thank you in advance for your participation and 
patience. (beat) Welcome to jury duty. (Generic 
TRAINING FILM-TYPE MUSIC plays.) This room is 
not real. It is a thought-generated construct. The people 
around you are other jurors such as yourself, also 
plugged in virtually, also either comatose, in cryogenic 
stasis, or otherwise suffering from some form of 
disconnected conscious. (beat) It is important to 
understand that all of the faces you will see during these 
two mandatory trials are all pulled from your own 
imagination, and do not reflect the race, facial structure, 
or even the gender of the actual people involved. (beat) 
Time allotted to let that sit. (beat) I, myself, am a 
construct out of combined memories and thoughts, and 
not meant to resemble any one person. I am, if you will, 
somewhat like a cursor. What you are about to witness 
and vote on is a live feed, albeit with a seven second 
delay. All participants you will "see" today are 
assembled in this same way. What one person looks 
like to you will look differently to another juror.  
 
Four people, all wearing different color shirts, RED 
(male), ORANGE. (female), BLUE (male) and 
GREEN (female) enter.. 
 
CURSOR. At this current time, all civil trials may only 
have four participants. Two claimants and two 
witnesses. And they will be represented by the 
constructs you see behind me now. (gesturing) These 
four "people" you see are constructs that will be used 
during either trial. Which speaker is assigned which 
construct, is once again, random and should not be 
assigned any meaning with regards to race, physical 
characteristics, or gender. (beat) I will also represent 
not only the judge, but both lawyers. All of these 



precautions are for the sake of both anonymity and 
aiding the fairness of a trial. (beat) It is at this point, 
before we begin, that I can answer any questions any of 
you have. No, don't raise your hands, you can just think 
them, and I will automatically select the five most 
asked questions. 
 
LIGHT CHANGE. 
 
CURSOR. The first question is: 
RED. "How long is this gonna take?" 
CURSOR. The law dictates that all civil trials are only 
allowed 40 minutes, maximum of court time. Some 
cases will be shorter, but none can be longer. At 35 
minutes, all arguments and information will cease, and 
you will have to arrive at a decision. If no decision is 
reached, the decision falls to the judge. (beat) The 
second question is: 
ORANGE. "Just how big is the jury?" 
CURSOR. If you've been asleep or without 
consciousness for over 50 years, then yes, the size of 
this jury may seem larger than what you're used to. The 
amount of members on a jury will vary from trial to 
trial, based on the needs and requests of the parties 
involved, as well as what the state dictates is necessary. 
(beat) The third question is: 
BLUE. "Will this be a murder trial?" 
CURSOR. No, as previously stated, this is a civil trial. 
Capital offenses such as murder will take an entire day 
to deliberate, as opposed to our appointed and already 
lengthy forty minutes. (beat) The fourth question is: 
GREEN. "How do I get out of this?" 
CURSOR. Judicial participation was one of the 
conditions of state enforced healthcare in regards to 
coma and cryo patients such as yourselves. Also, in all 



frankness, you have nowhere else to go. There is 
nothing we can do, unfortunately, to keep you from 
making a totally arbitrary decision, but we do ask that 
you take this process seriously, as it is this participation 
that funds the very machines keeping all of you alive. 
(beat) It seems all further questions have suddenly been 
withdrawn. 
We will now begin your first trial. 
 
LIGHT CHANGE as Cursor steps forward. 
 
CURSOR. For the purposes of this virtual trial, the 
following case will be referred to as "Red v. Green." 
The following facts have been agreed upon by all 
relevant parties, and this presentation represents all 
sides in today's trial. 
 
LIGHT CHANGE as Red and Green take center stage. 
They hold hands. 
 
RED. Roughly 14 years ago, the two of us--henceforth 
referred to as "Red..." 
GREEN. ...and "Green..." 
RED. ...engaged in sexual intercourse. At the time, I 
was 20... 
GREEN. And I was 18. And I became pregnant as a 
result. 
RED. This was not a long term relationship. I was a 
freshman at University. 
GREEN. I was a senior in high school. We broke up 
soon after we had sex. 
RED. Neither of us, at that time, wanted to bring the 
fetus to term. 
CURSOR. The fetus, from this point onward, will be 
referred to as "X." 



GREEN. It's not that either of us didn't want to have a 
baby, but we were young. 
RED. Our lives were just starting. 
GREEN. It wasn't something that we could afford. 
RED. We sought another option. 
CURSOR. For the benefit of those less-than-conscious 
for the past few decades, the concept of abortion, or 
pregnancy termination, is no longer a legal option, and 
Red and Green chose to use the state-approved method 
of Stasis. In this process, the fetus is removed and 
placed in a state similar to suspended animation. 
Legally, a fetus can only be held in Stasis for 15 years, 
otherwise there is a risk of birth defect. At any point 
during this 15 year waiting period, the biological 
parents may appeal to reclaim this fetus. If said parents 
are separated, one may appeal for custody, but the other 
parent will be contacted, either to appeal for joint 
custody, or, in some cases to make a case for full 
custody. If neither parent appeals, the fetus will be 
delivered ex utero via an artificial womb and become 
property of the state. 
 
Blue steps up to Green, and they hold hands. 
 
GREEN. Two months ago, My partner, "Blue," and I 
submitted our request for custody. 
 
Orange steps up to Red, and they hold hands. 
 
RED. My partner, Orange and I have decided to appeal 
for full custody. 
CURSOR. It is important to notify the jury that if a 
definitive decision is not reached, X will be claimed as 
a state-owned human being. 
 



Red, Green, Blue, and Orange, all retreat offstage. 
 
CURSOR. We shall begin our trial, "Red V. Green," 
after this message: 
 
Orange reenters. 
 
ORANGE. It's simply a fact. You can't live forever. 
And there are those who think it's foolish to try. But at 
HyperCore, we're not just trying. We're doing. 
 
Blue enters. 
 
CURSOR. Dramatization. 
BLUE. It was eighteen years ago when I died. Well, of 
course, not me, but my original body. I had learned so 
much in my life. What a waste it would be, if I couldn't 
share those lessons...with my great-great-grand-
daughter. 
 
Green enters, and Blue puts his arm around her. 
 
ORANGE. When transferring memories and 
personality into an artificial vessel was just a dream, 
HyperCore was there to live that dream. 
BLUE. For my sixteenth birthday, my parents arranged 
for my HyperCore transfer into this hypercorporeal 
unit. Once I became a legal adult, I could choose my 
hypercorporeal age--meaning, of course, how old this 
unit would seem. They even provided for a service 
package, so I could upgrade! 
ORANGE. This is our most current model, available 
with a hybrid power source, and a backup drive with 
mega-titanium shielding, like they use on major 
airlines! 



BLUE. I'm just glad I didn't wait until I was sick, or too 
unhealthy to make the truly mature choice. Otherwise I 
might not be able to teach her the ways of the family 
business. 
GREEN. I would have been lost! 
BLUE. You've spoken to a HyperCore agent, right? 
GREEN. Oh, yes. But not just for me. 
BLUE. You mean you're... 
GREEN. Just found out today! 
BLUE. And thank goodness I'll be able to be there. 
GREEN. Don't thank goodness. Thank HyperCore! 
ORANGE. Yes, thank HyperCore. Give them a call 
today, and make an appointment with one of our 
representatives for a virtual consultation. HyperCore. 
Stop trying. And do. 
CURSOR. (fast, like it's fine print) Hypercorporeal 
vessels are not legally human, nor do they have the 
same rights as a human, nor are they considered the 
same legal entity as the original owner of the 
personality and thoughts that are transferred. Full 
personality transfer is only guaranteed on a limited 
level, and immortality should not be implied. 
 
Green, Blue, and Orange exit. Red enters and stands in 
a spotlight. 
 
CURSOR. We now return to "Red V. Green," already 
in progress. First on the stand, is Red. (as Lawyer) Red 
has been sworn in, and been made aware of the 
repercussions of lying under oath during the break. We 
shall begin questioning. All questions I will ask will be 
chosen by both representing counsels, as well as the 
judge. Once again, we are on seven-second delay. 
Should there be an objection to any questions or 
answers, you will not hear them. As a result, some 



statements may be dropped mid-sentence, and there 
may be a slight pause. This is an unavoidable technical 
quirk of the system, and there is nothing wrong with the 
technology bringing you this hearing. Red, are you 
ready for your first question? 
RED. I am. 
CURSOR. Please describe in greater detail your 
relationship with Green. 
RED. She and I were girlfriend and boyfriend. 
CURSOR. How long ago was this? 
RED. About fourteen years. 
CURSOR. You agreed to an earlier statement made 
during the presentation that it was not a close 
relationship? What did you mean by that? 
RED. Well, I wouldn't say we weren't close. I mean, it 
wasn't a one night stand or anything. We were a couple. 
It's just that...we may have thought we were more 
serious than we were. 
CURSOR. Prior to this trial, when was the last time 
you saw Green? 
RED. We met a couple of times after I learned that she 
wanted to claim X. Prior to that, about thirteen years 
ago. At her high school graduation ceremony. 
CURSOR. So you were still friends at that point? 
RED. We, ah, weren't enemies. Her grades in high 
school weren't great--she was a bit of a dreamer, and-- 
(robotic) STATEMENT STRICKEN. (regular voice) --
I knew how important it was for her life to graduate, 
and I wanted to see it happen. Wait, what got cut? Oh. 
Oh, never mind. 
CURSOR. (robotic) QUESTION REDACTED. 
RED. I'd like to answer that. 
CURSOR. (as Judge) The question has been stricken 
from the record. 
RED. I don't have anything to hide. 



CURSOR. Never-the-less, you'd only be answering a 
question that the jury-- 
RED. The question was-- (robotic) STATEMENT 
REDACTED. 
CURSOR. COUNSEL CONFERRING. (beat) Red, the 
question will be re-posed: Were you still in love with 
her? 
RED. No. It was a year after the relationship ended. 
We'd both moved on. 
CURSOR. Why did you go to her graduation? 
RED. Because I still cared. I mean, we didn't part...it 
was amicable. 
CURSOR. Describe the beginning of your relationship 
with Green. 
RED. We met through friends. She asked me out, we 
dated. 
CURSOR. You started having sex right away? 
RED. I...yeah, I guess. 
CURSOR. How soon after dating? 
RED. Our second date. 
CURSOR. Was that when you conceived X? 
RED. I don't think so. 
CURSOR. Why not? 
RED. I was using protection that night. 
CURSOR. And did you often have unprotected sex 
with her after that? 
RED. Not until she started using birth control. 
CURSOR. When was that? 
RED. The date? 
CURSOR. Relative to the beginning of the 
relationship. 
RED. Oh, after our second or third time having sex. 
She thought she might be having an allergic reaction to 
what I was using. 
CURSOR. What were you using? 



RED. A condom. 
CURSOR. And what did she use? 
RED. It was a behavioral inhibitor that was available at 
the time. 
CURSOR. Behavioral inhibitor, meaning...? 
RED. It was a vapor injection that you took--if you 
were a woman--it, I think it kind of convinced your 
body to sort of shut everything down in there. 
CURSOR. Let the record show that behavioral 
inhibitors for birth control were taken off the market as 
a result of being less than 60 percent effective. 
RED. Yeah, I heard that somewhere. (He and Cursor 
laugh.) 
CURSOR. So...it did not work. 
RED. It didn't. She became pregnant. 
CURSOR. She told you this? 
RED. Yes. Well, we learned together when she used 
her phone to check--she was late--and her app told us 
that she was pregnant, and that I was the father. 
CURSOR. You got a second opinion? 
RED. I used my phone, too. It said the same thing. 
CURSOR. And you saw a doctor? 
RED. The next day, yes. She confirmed it. 
CURSOR. The doctor confirmed that Green was 
pregnant and you were the father. 
RED. Yes. 
CURSOR. And how did you both react? 
RED. We didn't want to...we didn't think it was a good 
idea to keep it. And the doctor sort of didn't make it 
seem viable. 
CURSOR. Explain. 
RED. She told us that Green probably wouldn't be able 
to carry X to term, even if we kept it. There was a 
health risk. 
CURSOR. What kind of health risk? A disease? 



RED. A physical defect. The doctor said that Green and 
X might not survive the pregnancy. 
CURSOR. One that medical science of the time 
couldn't cure? 
RED. They still can't. Green's body--because of the 
inhibitor she took--wouldn't be able to support both her 
and the child. 
CURSOR. Did you consider the possibility that either 
of you would want to bring X to term later? 
RED. We were kids. We weren't thinking about 
anything but our future, or our education. Maybe in the 
back of my mind--I can't really speak for Green--but I 
maybe thought I might want to be a father someday. 
CURSOR. You are currently a father. 
RED. Now I am, yes. 
CURSOR. You are married to Orange, correct? 
RED. Yes. 
CURSOR. And the two of you have children together. 
RED. Yes, NAME REDACTED, NAME REDACTED, 
and NAME REDACTED. 
CURSOR. And they are how old? 
RED. NAME REDACTED just turned six, and NAME 
REDACTED and NAME REDACTED are four. 
They're twins. 
CURSOR. How long have you been married to 
Orange? 
RED. Seven years. 
CURSOR. So you had kids right away. 
RED. I, well, yes. 
CURSOR. Did you consider claiming X at that point? 
RED. We discussed it then, but we decided that we 
wanted our first child to be ours. 
CURSOR. What was--QUESTION REACTED. (beat) 
What was your response to learning that Green wanted 
to claim X? 



RED. I was...I had some mixed feelings. 
CURSOR. Mixed how? 
RED. Oh, y'know, all those emotions came back, the 
potential of youth, y'know. The dreams we had. 
CURSOR. What I meant was how did you react to 
Green wanting to claim X. 
RED. Well, for health reasons I was alarmed. Green, 
for all I knew, might still die. 
CURSOR. That doesn't explain why you're asking for 
full custody. 
RED. Full custody means that X could be delivered 
through Orange. And that's what we both want. We 
checked with a doctor, and Orange is compatible to 
deliver X. 
CURSOR. And you are unwilling to discuss the idea of 
Multiplex parenting? 
RED. It's too complicated. I don't believe it really 
works. 
CURSOR. (to audience) Multiplex parenting, or 
having more than two biological parents, is currently a 
complicated legal issue that is still being debated and 
decided on at a Supreme Court level. In other words, 
while it is a choice some people make, it is not legally 
recognized. The woman who actually delivers the baby 
is the legal mother, unless the child is born in an 
artificial womb. Then the woman who created the egg 
is the 
legal mother. (to Red) You don't seem to hate Green, 
but you don't want to have her be a part of X's life. 
Why? 
RED. I...Green is a type of person that...I just don't 
think she's the right person for X. 
CURSOR. QUESTION REDACTED. 
RED. No, no, I-- 



CURSOR. The question was redacted. You don't have 
to answer. 
RED Okay. Then I won't. 
CURSOR. No further questions from either council at 
this time. We would like to bring Green to the stand. 
 
Red exits. Green enters the spotlight. 
 
CURSOR. Green, you have been sworn in, and been 
made aware of the repercussions of lying under oath, 
correct? 
GREEN. I have. 
CURSOR. Are you ready for your first question? 
GREEN. Wait. (beat) Okay, yes, I'm ready. 
CURSOR. You heard Red's testimony just now? 
GREEN. Yes. 
CURSOR. Would you agree with his assessment of 
your relationship with him? 
GREEN. The sexual relationship we had then? 
Fourteen years ago, you mean? 
CURSOR. Yes. 
GREEN. It's more or less accurate. 
CURSOR. Define "more or less." 
GREEN. There are words he used that I wouldn't have 
used. 
CURSOR. Such as? 
GREEN. "Boyfriend and girlfriend" seems a bit strong. 
CURSOR. It sounded like he didn't think it was a 
serious relationship, either. 
GREEN. Oh, it's not like we were having sex out of 
hate or something. There may have been a few 
moments where, yes, I might have taken it too 
seriously. Or he might have taken it too seriously. 
(beat) If he or I had had those moments at the same 
time, maybe we wouldn't all be here. I don't know. 



(beat) No, wait, yes, of course, I do know. It wouldn't 
have worked. I didn't hate him, but it wouldn't have 
worked. 
CURSOR. Explain what you mean by having those 
moments at the same time. 
GREEN. What do you mean? 
CURSOR. You said that you and he both had moments 
where you were taking the relationship too seriously, 
and there was a possibility that things might have 
worked out differently. 
GREEN. That's pretty much every relationship that 
doesn't work. I'm not sure how this is relevant. 
CURSOR. We're trying to establish a basis for the 
animosity between the two of you. 
GREEN. Well, he's kind of being an STATEMENT 
REDACTED. 
CURSOR. Please refrain from using-- 
GREEN. Right, right, I can't say that here. Right. 
Whatever. J--STATEMENT REDACTED. 
CURSOR. Green, please-- 
GREEN. We weren't enemies. We liked each other 
back when I was in high school. As friends. He was my 
tutor. 
CURSOR. What subject? 
GREEN. Math and science. 
CURSOR. Was he a good tutor? 
GREEN. I learned some things about biology. Hey-o! 
CURSOR. (Cursor and Green laugh.) Would you say 
you were in love? 
GREEN. I was seventeen. 
CURSOR. The question was how you felt about Red. 
GREEN. And the answer was my age. I was a 
seventeen year old girl. I felt a great many things that 
are irrelevant to me now. 
CURSOR. How did he feel about you? 



GREEN. That's more of a him question. 
CURSOR. In your opinion. 
GREEN. I didn't know he came to my graduation. I 
mean, I found out later, but I didn't know then. Maybe 
he was dealing with some feelings. Maybe he wanted 
closure. 
CURSOR. He said you didn't think you were going to 
graduate. 
GREEN. I wasn't flunking all my classes--well, no, 
wait, I did flunk Geometry and had to retake it--but, 
yeah, there was a time I was worried about it. And in 
that moment of weakness, I may have said some things 
to him I might not have said otherwise. 
CURSOR. Was that when you started dating? 
GREEN. Yeah. 
CURSOR. Are you saying he took advantage of you? 
GREEN. No, I am not saying he took advantage of me. 
I'm saying I had doubts about myself and I wanted to 
distract myself with human contact. 
CURSOR. Is his description of you learning that you 
were pregnant accurate? 
GREEN. Yes. 
CURSOR. You sued the company who designed the 
birth control vapor. 
GREEN. Oh, yes. Settled out of court. 
CURSOR. Let the record show that the terms of the 
settlement as well of the name of the company are 
confidential. 
GREEN. I was not the only one with a suit against 
them, either. That wing of that unnamed company 
basically killed itself. 
CURSOR. You still angry at them? 
GREEN. Well, it's because of them that I have X. 
(beat) Well, not yet. Or, I guess that's what we're all 
here for. 



CURSOR. Red mentioned that you had a physical 
issue. 
GREEN. Yes, he did. 
CURSOR. One that meant that if you were given 
birthing rights, you could not give birth to X. 
GREEN. It would not be my womb, no. 
CURSOR. Would you use-- 
GREEN. No, I'm not using one of those WORD 
REDACTED machines. PHRASE REACTED. 
CURSOR. Green, you were warned not to use that 
language. 
GREEN. I can't say NAME REDACTED and I can't 
say WORD REDACTED. Got it. 
CURSOR. Green, this is already your second warning. 
If you're found in contempt, then Red takes the case. 
Period. We can all see you're upset. Would you like to 
take a moment to compose yourself? 
GREEN. (Green looks around, as if it suddenly 
occurred to her how much there was to lose. Then, 
softly:) Can I? 
CURSOR. Yes. Let's have a short recess. (to audience) 
And while we're taking a short recess, here's another 
message brought to you, by-- (beat) DeMarco 
Communications. 
 
Green leaves the stage. Red, Blue, and Orange enter. 
 
RED. A new season of America and Korea's number 
one sitcom starts this week! "Leaf 24-M-N!" 
Blue and Orange enter, in "character." 
 
BLUE. If I've told you once, I've told you a thousand 
times, the common area of our apartment is mine on 
Tuesdays. 



ORANGE. But I had Merchograph last night! You can 
understand that. 
 
LAUGH TRACK. 
 
BLUE. All I know is 146 point half trim. 
 
LAUGH TRACK. 
  
ORANGE. Okay, I don't even know what that means. 
  
LAUGH TRACK and APPLAUSE. 
 
RED. "Leaf 24-M-N!" Episodes available... (wink) 
...next Tuesday. 
 
Green enters. 
 
GREEN. Oh, you guys, how about that Merchograph, 
huh? 
ORANGE. Don't pretend like you ever studied 
advanced slaconography. 
 
APPLAUSE and WHOOPING. 
 
CURSOR. DeMarco Communications. Where 
happiness stays. 
 
LIGHT CHANGE to "court," as Orange, Blue, and Red 
exit. Green walks into the light. 
 
CURSOR. Welcome back, members of the jury, to 
"Red V. Green." Green, are you ready for further 
questions? 
GREEN. Yes. I'm sorry for before. 



CURSOR. That's alright. Are you ready for the next 
question? 
GREEN. Yes. 
CURSOR. QUESTION REDACTED. 
GREEN. Really? 
CURSOR. COUNCIL CONFERRING. (beat) I need to 
move on to the next question. 
GREEN. I'm willing to answer that last question. 
CURSOR. That's not the issue. The question is the 
issue. Next question. 
GREEN. "The question is the issue?" 
CURSOR. Can you describe the nature of your 
relationship with Orange? 
GREEN. I...wait, Orange? I...I don't think I can 
describe the nature of my relationship with Orange 
because she doesn't even know me or Blue. 
CURSOR. Have you ever met? 
GREEN. Once. Maybe twice. She doesn't like me. Or 
Blue. 
CURSOR. Why is that? 
GREEN. STATEMENT REDACTED. (exasperated) 
Okay, Orange doesn't really have a reason. Okay? 
Other than she just really wants to give birth to my 
baby. Enough to steal her from me. 
CURSOR. When did you two meet? 
GREEN. We met when I contacted Red about possibly 
claiming X. 
CURSOR. You contacted him directly? Instead of 
letting the service do it when you applied to claim X? 
GREEN. No decisions had been made yet. I thought 
that the decent thing to do would be to contact Red and 
let him know what I was thinking. 
CURSOR. You met each other in person? 
GREEN. Yes. We met at a restaurant. 
CURSOR. Just you and Red? 



GREEN. No, Red, Orange, their three kids, and Blue. 
CURSOR. What did you discuss then? 
GREEN. I wanted to know if he wanted to take part in 
X's life. It seemed right to give him the option. 
CURSOR. So you offered to share custody? 
GREEN. I wasn't sure, given STATEMENT 
REDACTED, if he'd be able to have legal custody. 
CURSOR. And how did he react? 
GREEN. He said he'd think about it. 
CURSOR. Did Orange say anything at this time? 
GREEN. She mainly dealt with the kids. She never 
even said hi or introduced herself. Wouldn't even look 
at Blue. 
CURSOR. You think this was because she disliked the 
two of you. 
GREEN. Yeah, that was my interpretation. 
CURSOR. Did you consider the possibility that she 
was just focused on the kids to pay attention to you? 
GREEN. If we were talking about visual programs, or 
interactive entertainment, then I could see not investing 
yourself in the conversation. But we were talking about 
bringing a child her husband cocreated into the world. 
That seems like a conversation you should be invested 
in. 
CURSOR. Was this the first she was hearing of X's 
conception? 
GREEN. No, she knew. 
CURSOR. How did Red and Blue get along? 
GREEN. They got along okay, I guess. And so did we. 
Red wasn't really the same guy I knew, but I guess I 
wasn't the same woman he knew either. Not that he 
knew a woman back then, I guess. I was a child. (beat) 
Blue kind of threw him. 
CURSOR. QUESTION REDACTED. 



GREEN. Absolutely, STATEMENT REDACTED, 
correct. They struck that, didn't they? 
CURSOR. I...yes. And how did you conclude the 
dinner? 
GREEN. Just with all of us thinking on it. A few days 
later, Red messaged me to go ahead and claim X, so I 
put the wheels in motion. A month after that, I got the 
notification of his and Orange's appeal for full custody, 
and now we're here having this wonderful conversation. 
CURSOR. No further questions at this time for Green. 
We would like to bring Orange to the stand. 
 
Green exits, as Orange enters. 
 
CURSOR. Orange, you have been sworn in, and been 
made aware of the repercussions of lying under oath, 
correct? 
ORANGE. I most certainly have. 
CURSOR. Are you ready for your first question? 
ORANGE. Yes, I am. 
CURSOR. First, just to clarify, you are the spouse of 
Red? 
ORANGE. Correct. 
CURSOR. And you have been found biological 
capable of providing the womb for X's birth? 
ORANGE. It's going to be my womb, yes. 
CURSOR. That's, well, that's what we'll be deciding 
today. 
ORANGE. And it's going to be the right decision. 
CURSOR. That's always the hope. 
ORANGE. Well, it's just the right decision. 
CURSOR. Why do you say that? 
ORANGE. You spoke to my husband. I think we made 
it clear. 
CURSOR. We're not sure it is, though. 



ORANGE. It's a health issue. That's pretty clear. It's 
much healthier for X. 
CURSOR. I assume that you're talking about the birth. 
ORANGE. Well, yes, I suppose that, too. 
CURSOR. You're asking for full custody, correct? 
ORANGE. Absolutely. 
CURSOR. And would this also mean that Green would 
have no input in X's life? 
ORANGE. God willing. 
CURSOR. It just sounds like you have it out for Green. 
ORANGE. (pause) Oh, I'm sorry, I was expecting that 
to get redacted. 
CURSOR. No such luck, huh? 
ORANGE. Well, whatever. 
CURSOR. Any response to that? 
ORANGE. You didn't ask a real question. 
CURSOR. (beat) Okay. Fine, I'll phrase it as a 
question: Do you "have it out" for Green? 
ORANGE. I don't understand the question as asked. 
CURSOR. Do you dislike Green? Is there a reason you 
don't want her involved with X's life? 
ORANGE. That's two questions. 
CURSOR. Then pick one and answer it. 
ORANGE. (beat) Well, there's no need to be rude. 
(beat) Green is not...there is no way Green understands 
what it's like to be a mother. She's not ready. 
CURSOR. Why do you say that? 
ORANGE. She and Blue aren't even married, and 
they've been together for how long? 
CURSOR. I don't have that information on hand. 
Would you like me to research that for you? 
ORANGE. (overlapping) And contrary to what she 
said, I was very nice to her at that dinner. But she and 
her...whatever, they don't seem ready. 
CURSOR. Can you explain that? 



ORANGE. Blue said something about having no plans 
to marry--but they want to have a child together? 
CURSOR. Seems a little old-fashioned to have that 
opinion. 
ORANGE. Green is unemployed. She's been living off 
the settlement from that company, you know that? 
CURSOR. The amount is deliberately undisclosed. 
ORANGE. (exasperated) Well. (beat) Blue is...you 
could tell that Blue has no real strength in that 
relationship. Led around by the nose, whatever you 
want to call it. 
CURSOR. They did want to share custody. 
ORANGE. I bet they did. Any way to shirk some of 
the responsibility. 
CURSOR. It could be argued that if they asked to 
claim X, they're willing to take on the responsibility of 
being parents. 
ORANGE. They didn't ask. Green asked. And why did 
she wait so long? It doesn't speak at all for her character 
for her to ruin her body trying to not have this baby, 
and now she wants to be a mother? 
CURSOR. But Red didn't claim X either. 
ORANGE. That's because he was raising our three 
children! 
CURSOR. I want to pose a hypothetical. Is it possible 
that QUESTION REDACTED. BENCH 
DISCUSSION. 
 
Orange smirks. Cursor steps away frustrated, but then 
returns, suddenly jovial, as if now Cursor is now the 
other lawyer. 
 
CURSOR. You are, of course, thinking of the safety of 
X. 
ORANGE. Yes. That is all I care about. 



CURSOR. After that dinner, you and Red discussed the 
idea of having joint custody with Green? 
ORANGE. Yes. We were both against it. 
CURSOR. You and Red have three children already. 
And you're willing to take on a fourth. Why? 
ORANGE. I love being a mother. That shouldn't be 
hard to understand. And having a mother and father and 
three siblings, right from the get-go? It's best for X. I 
think on some level Green and Blue even feel that. 
CURSOR. No more questions at this time for Orange. 
 
Orange walks out. Blue enters. 
 
CURSOR. We are now calling Blue to the stand. Blue, 
you have been sworn in, and been made aware of the 
repercussions of lying under oath, correct? 
BLUE. I am aware, yes. 
CURSOR. You have heard the testimony of Red, 
Orange, and Green? 
BLUE. Yes. It's been...interesting. 
CURSOR. Orange claims you and Green would be 
irresponsible parents. 
BLUE. Well, Orange is sort of a terrible person, isn't 
she? 
CURSOR. I'm sorry? 
BLUE. No, I'm sorry. It's just, since we're tossing 
around opinions based in nothing but unprovable gut 
feelings, I just figured, "when in Rome." 
CURSOR. So you do not agree, then. 
BLUE. That I'd be a terrible parent? No, I don't agree. I 
don't agree that Orange is working off enough info to 
make that call. I also kind of don't agree that it was ever 
any of her business. 
CURSOR. It becomes her business if she wants to be 
the one to deliver X. 



BLUE. That we're even debating that is the biggest 
embarrassment. 
CURSOR. Let's take a step back. How long have you 
been with Green? 
BLUE. We've been together for about five years. 
CURSOR. Why haven't you gotten married? 
BLUE. It's never seemed necessary. We love each 
other, we live together, we're there for each other. 
CURSOR. And you want to be parents together. 
BLUE. Yes. And we didn't want to be greedy about it. 
CURSOR. Meaning? 
BLUE. Green and I were never against shared custody 
with Red. Or even Orange, until we met her. 
CURSOR. What's your opinion of Red? 
BLUE. Of Red? Not a bad guy. I mean, Orange is 
clearly pulling those apron strings, though. 
CURSOR. You think that if it were up to Red, you 
would share the custody? 
BLUE. Green and I wanted to. But the law is the law. 
CURSOR. Meaning? 
BLUE. If Orange delivers X, they'll hold all the power 
there. 
CURSOR. But Green isn't going to deliver X either. 
BLUE. No. 
CURSOR. And you will not be using an artificial 
womb? 
BLUE. No. 
CURSOR. A surrogate? 
BLUE. No. STATEMENT REDACTED. 
CURSOR. COUNSEL CONFERRING. 
 
Cursor and Blue freeze, as if paused. 
 
Blue exits. 
 



CURSOR. (to audience) Update to the jury. Council 
and claimants are discussing terms of settlement in 
chambers. (beat) So we will have to take another break 
while they confer. Please hold for another message. 
 
LIGHT CHANGE as Cursor and Blue leave the stage. 
Orange enters and mimes filing something. Green 
enters. 
 
GREEN. Hey, Mizuki! 
ORANGE. Oh, hi, Kasia. 
GREEN. There's something different about you today? 
ORANGE. Oh. I don't know what you mean. 
GREEN. It's like you're glowing today! 
ORANGE. No, I'm sure that can't be right. 
GREEN. Are you sure you're not giving off a glow? 
There's something brighter about you. 
ORANGE. I'm sure I don't know what you're talking 
about. We should both get back to work. 
GREEN. (shrug) Okay. 
 
Green exits as Red enters. 
 
RED. Ladies, this may be something that happens to 
you. After the--(different voice) EVENT REDACTED. 
(back to original voice) --women all over the country 
started to show certain signs that could be 
embarrassing. That's why it might be important to learn 
more about Dialuminate. 
 
Green pulls up her sleeve to reveal a patch-like sticker 
on her arm. 
 
GREEN. I've got The Dial! 



RED. Dialuminate, or "The Dial," is perfect thing for 
regulating feminine radiation symptoms. 
GREEN. Just turn it down! 
RED. Turn it down! And your life will go back to 
normal! 
GREEN. Because you shouldn't have to change! 
 
Orange enters. 
 
ORANGE. Hey! Looking good, Kasia! 
GREEN. Feeling good, Mizuki! 
ORANGE. I know just how you feel! 
 
Orange pulls up her sleeve, revealing a similar sticker. 
Both women laugh. Blue enters. 
 
BLUE. Hey, you ladies don't mind if I play my music 
loud in my cubicle, do you? 
ORANGE. Oh, I don't like loud music. 
GREEN. Yeah-- 
GREEN AND ORANGE. Turn it down! 
 
Green and Orange walk off laughing, and Blue walks 
off, confused. 
 
RED. Turn it down, with Dialuminate. (quickly) Side 
effects may include weight loss, non-scalp hair loss, 
loss of appetite, and slight dampening of mood. 
 
LIGHT CHANGE as Cursor enters and Red exits. 
 
CURSOR. Welcome back, jurors, to "Red V. Green." 
Both claimants and sets of council have met, and we 
have been updated. First, a review presentation: 
 



Green and Red enter. 
 
RED. 14 years ago, Green and I had sexual intercourse, 
creating X, who remained unclaimed. 
GREEN. ...Until I recently chose to claim X. 
 
Orange enters. 
 
ORANGE. After which, Red and I demanded full 
custody. 
 
Blue enters. 
 
BLUE. Green and I were willing to share custody of X. 
CURSOR. But the court should be reminded that, as 
far as your knowledge, because Blue and Green are not 
legally married, Blue has no legal ground to stand on in 
this debate. 
GREEN. Also a factor in this, is that I cannot give birth 
to X. 
ORANGE. I can. But if I do, Green will have no legal 
rights to X. 
CURSOR. And that was the status before the 
conference between all parties. But circumstances have 
now changed. 
RED. Now, Orange and I are willing to agree to shared 
custody, even if Orange delivers X. 
CURSOR. The jury is reminded that, by regional law, 
Red and Orange have no authority to guarantee joint 
custody if Orange delivers X. 
GREEN. And now, Blue and I are taking joint custody 
off the table and asking for full custody. 
CURSOR. And that is what we will be voting on today. 
Partial custody for Red, or full custody for Green. You 
will be given 10 seconds to deliberate, but first, some 



closing thoughts from the claimants and witnesses 
we've heard from this trial: 
GREEN. The fact of the matter is, Blue and I want 
what's best for X. And that woman, Orange, is toxic. 
For them to even have limited access to my child is the 
worst thing possible, and they're asking for her to give 
birth to X. There is no reason to trust that they'd ever let 
us see X if that happened. 
ORANGE. The prejudicial nature of Green and Blue's 
attitude towards me is a perfect example as to why you 
can't trust those people. I'm not saying X belongs with 
me. I'm saying Red and I have already raised three 
wonderful children. We know what we're doing. The 
only thing Green and Blue know how to do is live off 
the system. 
BLUE. I know this seems like a big change-up in 
attitude, but Green and I didn't strike first. We came in 
with the best intentions. There's only so much I know 
we can actually say, but just ask yourself: Why did Red 
and Orange have the change of heart? Why would they 
ask for joint custody unless they knew there was no 
way they could get any custody otherwise. 
RED. Orange and I love our children. We've been good 
parents before, and we'll be good parents again. I can't 
say why Green and Blue now want to deny us any 
custody, but I implore you, do not share their spite. 
Joint custody is the only way to guarantee everyone's 
eventual happiness. 
CURSOR. Some final facts: Green will not be 
delivering X, although they have insisted on X being 
born naturally, and will not be using an artificial womb 
or surrogate. If Orange delivers X, there will be no way 
to guarantee any custody on the part of Green--you only 
have Red and Orange's word. Your vote today will only 
decide: Joint custody for Red and Green, or sole 



custody for Green. (beat) We will now calibrate the 
system. Will the members of the jury please close their 
eyes? 
 
While the audience's eyes are closed, Red, Blue, Green, 
and Orange enter, checking eyes. 
 
RED. OPEN EYES DETECTED. 
ORANGE. OPEN EYES DETECTED. 
CURSOR. Please make sure that all eyes are closed. 
GREEN. OPEN EYES DETECTED. 
CURSOR. Please make sure that all eyes are closed. 
BLUE. OPEN EYES DETECTED. 
CURSOR. Please make sure that all eyes are closed. 
(beat) All eyes are closed. (beat) Now for the second 
part of calibration. Still keeping your eyes closed, could 
all of you raise your right hand as high as you can, to 
your comfort level? (beat) All of you must raise your 
hands. 
RED. UNRAISED HAND DETECTED. 
GREEN. OPEN EYES DETECTED. 
CURSOR. Please make sure that all eyes are closed 
and that your right hand is raised. 
ORANGE. UNRAISED HAND DETECTED. 
CURSOR. Please make sure that all eyes are closed 
and that your right hand is raised. (beat) Voting system 
is now calibrated. Please keep your eyes closed and 
your hand up. (beat) Please listen very carefully. If your 
vote is to grant Red joint custody, leave your hand up. 
If your vote is to grant sole custody to Green, put your 
hand down. That's hands down for Green, and up for 
Red. You will have ten seconds to ultimately decide, 
starting now. (beat) Ten. Nine. Eight. Seven. Six. Five. 
Four. Three. Two. One. (beat) Voting has now ended. 
All hands down. (beat) You may open your eyes. 



 
Orange, Blue, Green, and Red have all left. Only 
Cursor stands there. 
 
CURSOR. The verdict is now in. 
 
LIGHTS turn either red or green, depending on the 
audience vote. 
 
CURSOR. [Green or Red]. The verdict goes to [Green 
or Red]. (beat) Thank you for your cooperation. It is at 
this time, that we will give you a short recess before 
your next and final trial. Because this is intended as a 
period of rest, although the break may contain a certain 
amount of product placement, there will be no 
commercials or sponsored messages. To aid in the 
relaxation process, you will be allowed a certain 
amount of free roam in the simulation, and you will be 
allowed to enjoy temporary false memories of previous 
jurors. This is done to maintain a level of objectivity. 
However, these false memories may not only include 
delusions of previous relationships with the constructs 
of other members of the jury, but even some errant 
physical traits, such as the need to ingest nicotine (in 
which case you may enjoy the outdoor simulation), or 
even the need to evacuate digested materials (in which 
case you may wish to use either of the lavatory 
simulation rooms). Enjoy your false memories during 
the simulation. You have 15 minutes. 
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